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Welcome to Middleton High School Band! I can vividly remember many of the phenomenal 
experiences I had in high school band and I am ecstatic to support you/your child’s attainment 
of those same memories. Make no mistake, involvement in any facet of this program takes 
considerable effort and time. These sacrifices are thereafter rewarded by an incredible sense of 
pride and accomplishment. Inside this handbook you will find all details regarding the Band 
Program for Middleton High School. Please note that this handbook will be updated as needed 
throughout the year(s), this is a living document and I will make all significant changes known. 
I would also like to invite all parents to participate in the MHS Booster organization. Every 
parent can be a member and has something to contribute! The band program can only provide 
the amazing experiences I hope to provide if we have parents involved in the Booster 
organization. Your support will directly benefit our students. If you have any questions or 
concerns at any time, please feel free to contact me. Again, thank you for joining our band 
family! 

Mr. Davis 
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Course Descriptions  

Jazz Band (All grades) – Requires Director Approval – Year long course. Learn Jazz standards and improvisation. 
Evening performance commitments. Must have director’s approval. Public and outside of school day 
performances are a requirement of the course. 

Percussion Ensemble (All grades) – Semester class. Percussion is open to any students who have a basic 
understanding of music and want to learn to play all of the Percussion instruments. This performance-based class 
will include music from many different styles, as well as drum pieces, pieces that utilize everyday items, and 
percussion rudiments. This group will be required to do performances throughout the year such as the Winter and 
Spring concerts. Public and outside of school day performances are a requirement of the course. 

Wind Ensemble (10th-12th) – Year long course. Wind Ensemble consists of more advanced instrumentalists. Wind 
Ensemble is open to all students who want to play a brass or woodwind instrument. This performance-based class 
will include; Concert, Pep, and Parade music. The group is required to perform throughout the year for community 
activities (Examples: Middle School Band Concert and Winter Parades), for school functions (Examples: Football 
games, Pep assemblies, and Basketball Games), and Program Performances (Examples: BSU Band Clinic, DIII 
Large Group Festival, and the Spring Awards Concert). Public and outside of school day performances are a 
requirement of the course. 
 
Marching Band (All grades) – Student must be concurrently enrolled in Symphonic Band, Wind Ensemble, or 
Percussion Ensemble. This is a zero hour class (6:45am – 7:45am). Semester class – Fall only. This class will 
prepare students to perform as part of the Middleton Marching Band. The July/August Marching/Percussion/Guard 
Camps, and Tuesday-Night rehearsals (6:00pm to 8:30pm) are a required part of the curriculum in order to 
prepare shows for our numerous performances. All rehearsals, performances, and camps are graded on participation. 
Information will be given to students during Marching Camp as to what is expected. We do many fundraisers 
throughout the year, and are more than willing to work with families suffering hardships. The group is required to 
perform throughout the year for community activities (Examples: Middle School Band Concert and Winter Parades), 
for school functions (Example: Football games, Pep assemblies, and Basketball Games), and Program Performances 
(Examples: BSU Band Clinic, DIII Large Group Festival, and the Spring Awards Concert). Public and outside of 
school day performances are a requirement of the course. 
 
Symphonic Band (9th grade) – Year long course. Symphonic Band is offered to all students in lower grades with 
previous experience on a traditional band instrument. Continued emphasis is given to the development of 
musicianship and basic skills through a large repertoire of appropriate level band literature. This group prepares band 
students for instrumental music and for entering the Wind Ensemble. This performance-based class will include 
Concert and Pep band music. The group is required to perform throughout the year for various community activities, 
for school functions (Examples: Pep assemblies and Basketball Games), and Program Performances (Examples: 
Christmas Concert, Concert Festival, and the Spring Concert). Public and out of school performances are a 
requirement of the course.  
 
Beginning Guitar (All grades) – Semester class. Student will be required to provide his/her own acoustic guitar. 
Beginning guitar is for any student that wishes to learn the basics of guitar. No experience is necessary, just a 
willingness to learn and the ability to suffer from some sore fingertips! The course will cover reading chords, notes, 
strumming and correct fingering while learning to play numerous songs out of the beginning guitar book provided. 
In class, students can learn at an individual pace to attain goals that will be set by the instructor while playing in a 
group setting. 
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Advanced Guitar – (All grades) – Semester class (Spring). Students must pass off Beginning Guitar satisfactorily or 
demonstrate advanced guitar abilities to the director. Student will be required to provide his/her own acoustic 
guitar. Advanced Guitar is for students that have demonstrated a willingness and skill level to continue in the guitar 
program. Students will be required to pass off the second level guitar book and play songs from contemporary and 
classical composers. Sight-reading, strumming, and picking skills will be enhanced as well as learning basic music 
theory. 

Grading  

Grades in High School Band courses are earned through practice and preparation, contribution in rehearsals,               
sectionals, music checks, playing tests, and most importantly, performances. Students are assessed based on              
their personal effort and growth toward their mastery of the National Standards for Music Education. Please                
keep track of your progress on Skyward. Unexcused absences from rehearsals or performances directly impact               
your grades and can result in disciplinary action from the office.  

30%  Performance Participation 

25%  Tests 

20%  Participation 

15%  Quizzes 

10%  Homework/Classwork 

Supplies Needed  

All students need to have the appropriate method book(s), 1” black three-ring binder (for uniformity on stage),                 
page protectors, paper, pencil, instrument, and supplies for your specific instrument. Music will be issued to                
each student. Students may only write on music with a pencil (to be able to erase easily). When returned, please                    
remove all pencil markings. If music is lost, there will be a charge so please be careful. To provide your student                     
with the best opportunity for success, I also recommend three additional things for all students – if possible: a                   
digital metronome (they can even be download as an app), a tuner, and private lessons. If you need any help                    
with any of these, please let me know! The rest varies from instrument to instrument. Please see below: 

-- Woodwind instruments require reeds, swabs, and cork grease; reed guards also help protect your reeds. All 
instruments need regular adjustment by a certified technician (once a year is suggested). 

-- Brass instruments require a cleaning snake, slide grease, valve oil, a mouthpiece brush, and a proper 
mouthpiece. It is recommended to wash brass instruments monthly (please, please, please). All instruments need 
regular inspection and service by a certified technician (once a year is suggested).  

-- Percussionists need marimba, vibraphone, and timpani mallets; concert snare, marching, and drum set sticks, 
and a practice pad, at minimum. 

-- Guitarists require extra strings in the case of breakage.  

School Instruments/Sheet Music 

For some students, particularly those with a large instrument, you may need to check out a school instrument. I 
try as much as logistically possible to maintain an inventory of high quality, high functioning instruments. The 
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instruments are expensive and repairs add up. They are to be treated with the utmost care and any form of 
damages (other than general wear and tear) from abuse or neglect will come at the cost of the student. Likewise, 
sheet music is expensive and difficult to replace. I will take measures to avoid losses but students need to handle 
their materials maturly.  

 

Practicing 

Time in rehearsal is primarily focussed on bigger picture issues: playing together as an ensemble, intonation, 
and musical style. Especially later in each concert series we should not be using class time to help you 
woodshed your notes and rhythms. Students are expected to take their parts home and practice so that with each 
rehearsal we can get closer to achieving concert quality. It is up to the individual to determine how much time is 
necessary for them. At the very minimum I expect 30 minutes of practice twice a week. Please note this is the 
absolute minimum to progress as a group. How high our ceiling goes depends entirely on you to go above and 
beyond. Once literature is decided, I will have weekly recommended passages but it is on you to determine for 
yourself if there is an immediate other priority. I recommend something similar to the following structure in 
these sessions. 

5 Minutes- Long tones 

5 Minutes- Technical passages and scales 

20 Minutes- Piece excerpts 

Scales and long tones often get treated like flossing our teeth. We usually skip them but the importance of these 
cannot be stressed enough. Time spent on literature will help you to gain proficiency at that literature. Time 
spent on fundamentals will manifest in every aspect of your playing. 

Parental Involvement and Band Boosters  

We have reestablished the Band Booster organization. The Band Booster organization is made up of parents of 
band students. If your son or daughter is enrolled in band, you are considered a part of the Band Boosters. It 
costs nothing but your time and we depend greatly on your support. This group supports the band program in 
many ways including fundraising, volunteering at rehearsals and events, and chaperoning trips and events. It is 
fun! Boosters meet at 7pm on the first Thursday of each month. It truly is vital for the success of the program 
that all parents actively participate in the Band Booster organization. Officers are elected each Spring and 
committees are formed as needed. A volunteer form was sent out prior with in a follow up the band parent 
meeting. If you are interested please reach out and email me for this form. Thank you so much for donating 
your time and talents in support of the students! 

 

Aside from this, there are many ways for parents to be involved and support their child in band! Below is a list 
of possible outlets. 

-Helping build props for marching band 

-Attend performances 

-Chaperone on field trips 
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-Usher at concerts 

-Encourage your child to take private lessons 

-Checking out uniforms 

-Promoting our events to your friends, family, coworkers 

 

Please do not use practicing as a form of punishment, criticize your musicians for mistakes/poor sounds or guilt 
them into certain instruments or ensembles. Developing musical and technical skill takes time and should 
happen the right way, with the student’s internal sense of motivation at the forefront. I also want to stress, the 
parents have a responsibility for promoting a wholesome, inclusive environment as much as the students do. 
Communication from parents to other students (outside of very specific responsibilities given to them) needs to 
be rerouted to communication to myself to avoid unnecessary conflicts. Beratement or inappropriate conduct is 
not tolerated regardless of the party involved. Leadership, staff, parents, etc. Any action not in line with this will 
be quickly met with conversations involving building administration.  

Disciplinary Actions  

The discipline policies of Middleton High School will be strictly followed. Disrespect, talking or playing at 
inappropriate times, or inappropriate behavior of any kind will not be tolerated. Parents will be notified if 
discipline issues arise in class or during a performance trip. 

Classroom Expectations   

Expectations for the program are simple: treat the director, the instruments, yourself, and the other students with                 
respect, participate to the best of your ability, and have a positive attitude. Students are expected to demonstrate                  
these characteristics at all times. All other school rules will also apply in this class. Safety and care of all music                     
equipment is a zero tolerance item as is respect for your peers and their contribution to class. In addition, there                    
are several band room specific regulations listed below. 

BAND ROOM REGULATIONS  

1. Your positive attitude is your most important instrument! Bring it every day! :) We have fun and work 
hard! We always have P.R.I.D.E – Personal Responsibility In Daily Effort/Enthusiasm/Excellence.  

2. Students who come to the band room with nothing to do may be asked to work (moving stands or 
equipment, clerical work, etc.).  :)  

3. Non-band students will not be allowed in the band room unless invited by the director.  

4. NO FOOD OR DRINK IN THE BAND ROOM. THE ONLY EXCEPTION IS WATER IN A CLOSED 
CONTAINER.  

5. The practice rooms are for practicing. No exceptions.  

6. Do not play one another’s instruments. Yuck! Do not touch the percussion instruments if not a 
percussionist, please. 

7. Always respect the property of others. You are responsible for your valuables. 

8. We have an exceptional facility and rehearsal space, so please respect it by keeping everything nice.  

9. The school's cell phone policy always applies. The director decides when cell phones are appropriate. 
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REHEARSAL PROCEDURES  

1. Students will be expected to be in their positions with instruments, music, and a pencil and ready to play 
when class begins or they will be counted tardy.  

2. Students will have 3 minutes from the start of the class to retrieve their instrument, get to their seat,                   
assemble their instrument, and have all required materials ready for class. Students not ready to fully                
participate in class will be considered tardy. I give 3 minutes to set up and 3 to take down. That means                     
we only have roughly 45 minutes to rehearse, and less on Wednesdays! We must be efficient with the                  
time we have.  

3. Students will practice and prepare all assigned music for each rehearsal. Practice is an integral aspect of 
being in any music class. Music can be hard and you must practice. It is required. 

4. Every band member should bring instruments, music, and proper equipment to every rehearsal or 
performance (proper equipment may include: marching shoes, pencil, reeds, oils, sticks, drill materials, 
water, great attitude, etc. and anything else necessary for a positive rehearsal).  

5. There should be no talking or disturbances allowed during rehearsals. We have limited time to get a lot 
done. Quiet talking is permitted with the director’s permission or when the director leaves the podium. 
Conversation should cease when entering the field or when the director steps on the podium. During 
marching rehearsals, the Drum Majors/section leaders/staff’s orders have the same effect as those of 
other faculty or staff, so respond accordingly.  

6. Gum chewing and food of any kind is not permitted during any rehearsal or performance. You will be 
able to eat at games and performances, at assigned times, once you are out of uniform.  

7. I can not stress enough what an amazing facility we have. Believe me, I have visited/taught at several 
other schools and nothing compares. Keep the band room tidy, please.  

ATTENDANCE 

Attendance at all rehearsals and performances is a requirement of class. Absences from these may be excused                 
for the following reasons:  

- Funeral or marriage in the immediate family, severe illness (director MUST be notified prior to event 
time), another school sponsored activity (with prior notice). The director should be made aware 
IMMEDIATELY if there is any conflict or concern. We will do our best to work with you. 

- If there is a conflict with a school sponsored activity, you must notify Mr. Davis two weeks or more in 
advance (if at all possible). Sponsors, teachers, coaches, and students will always work together to 
decide which activity is the most important for each individual student. We just need time. Extenuating 
circumstances do surface, so please do not be afraid to communicate. We want you to be able to 
participate in your interests and passions and sometimes those conflict! 

- If a student misses the last major rehearsal before a performance, the director reserves the right to 
withhold the student from performing with the ensemble, but he/she will be required to attend that 
function. This is not a guarantee, just a possibility the director reserves the right to do. 

- As a rule, work is not considered an excused absence. I will work hard to always give you a schedule 
considerably in advance and need you to adjust your work schedule accordingly. If there is ever a major 
conflict, I ask that you come to me as soon as possible to discuss. I will always work to ensure that a 
conflict is resolved! 
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- All absence communication needs to come directly to the director and staff, not through a friend.  

-I completely understand that students have other passions and involvements here at the school. My goal 
is never to force an ultimatum on a student to choose one or the other. That being said it is the students 
responsibility to communicate with both coaches and work out compromises of time. The following 
chart should give a rough idea on what should receive priority.  

 

If I have... ….and I choose... 

Band Rehearsal Sports Practice Both evenly/split time 

Band Rehearsal Sports Match Sports Match 

Band Performance Sports Practice Band Performance 

Band Performance Non-League Sports Match Band Performance 

Band Performance League Sports Match Let’s talk... 

 
Again it cannot be stressed enough that conflicts are much easier to work out when communicated as early as 
possible. The day/week of will likely leave no viable option at the cost of the student. As the old adage goes, a 
failure to plan on your part does not necessitate an emergency on mine.  

 
To be early is to be on time 
To be on time is to be late 

And to be late is unacceptable 
 

Chair Testing 

The first week of classes is devoted to sight reading as a group both for me to gauge the ability level of the                       
ensemble and to give performers time to practice their audition materials. Chair tests materials will be passed                 
out on the first day and testing will begin toward the end of that first week. The positions will be fixed for the                       
duration of the semester and I reserve the right to rotate players on specific pieces. I firmly believe that 1-4th                    
are not rankings of better to worse but simply areas of the instruments range that require specific skills. Do not                    
be offended if you have taken lessons for 2 years and I place you on third chair.  

The chair test will be graded on preparation but not skill. You will not be docked if you are not yet able to play                        
certain notes or if you have intonation issues. You will lose points if it is clear you have not practiced your part.   

Performances and Performance Expectations   

1. All Band classes are performance-based. ALL performances during or after school are mandatory.             
Students and parents will be informed of these dates as far in advance as I can. Unexcused absences                  
of any performance, for any reason, will result in a ‘0’ grade for the performance. Students are                 
expected to have prior parental notification (email or written note) before a performance date              
for a performance participation exemption. Students will be expected to perform at the Winter              
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and Spring Concerts and these are mandatory performances. Marching Band students are expected to              
perform at all home football games, local parades, and competitions. 

2. Students may be asked to stay for the occasional required after-school rehearsal. Often, this is the                
only way that I can get all students together to prepare for our concerts. You will be given ample                   
advanced notice for these rehearsals. 

3. The entire group will travel by tour bus or other school transportation to and from all performances                 
and competitions (not with parents and not driving).  

4. Proper concert attire is expected. Please be prepared in advance. Proper concert attire is as follows: 

- Girls – Black dress shirt, black skirt or slacks, black dress shoes. Make sure your skirt is below the 
knee, preferably ankle length. A nice pullover or blouse is preferred.  
 

- Boys - Black button-down shirt, black slacks, black dress shoes, black socks, and a nice tie (no 
bright colors, please). 

 

 

 

Marching Band Specific Information 
Football Game Procedures  

Students need to report to the band room by 5:30 pm, at the latest.  

1. Freshman /JV football players will perform with the band for the entire evening.  

2. Varsity Cheerleaders will be expected to perform at half-time, but may perform in their cheerleading 
uniform. Freshman/JV cheerleaders will perform with the band for the entire evening.  

3. We will sit together in our reserved section in full uniform (no hats). Non-band members will not be 
allowed to sit with the band. Have instruments ready at all times to play when touchdowns are scored, 
during time outs, and any other time the ball is not in play. Please do not leave the stands without 
permission.  

4. Good bands look organized at all times! Your conduct on the bandstand during football games is 
important to the overall performance for the general public. You must always strive for the best. A part 
of that discipline is showing school spirit and supporting the athletic teams. Do NOT play your 
instrument unless the whole band is playing or the director gives you permission or directive to 
play.  

 

Uniform Care   

The uniforms are extremely expensive and have to be treated with respect and care. Each and every time we                   
wear the uniforms (jacket, bib pants, and marching shoes), remember the following:  
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1. Never take the uniform home, unless given permission by the director.  

2. If the jacket is on, you are considered to be in full dress and need to act accordingly. 

3. Hang uniform on hanger neatly when finished with it after each performance. 

4. Shoes (band or guard shoes) must be kept looking nice. Always take your shoes home with you after 
performing (PLEASE DO NOT put them in the uniform bag – stinky!). They are expensive. Don't lose 
them! 

5. You must wear the PRIDE T-shirt, lightweight shorts, and black socks under your uniform. Your socks 
must reach several inches above the ankle (no ankle socks).  

6. No jewelry is allowed during performances. 

7. Keep extra socks handy in case you forget. No performing without socks. 

8. If you soil the uniform during the season, you are responsible for dry cleaning.  

9. Failure to comply with uniform code could result in loss of a performing spot.  

10.Uniforms will be worn for every marching band and concert band performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

Performance & Rehearsal Schedule: All Performance Ensembles 

Winter Concert – Thursday, December 19, 2019, 7:00 PM at MHS (All students – call time 6:00pm) 

Full Band Rehearsal – TBD 

Recruiting Tour – (2-3 days during school to be confirmed later) 

Pre-Festival Concert – Thursday, March 18 2019, 7:00 PM at MHS (All students – call time 6:00pm) 

Full Band Rehearsal – TBD 

Spring Concert – Thursday, May 17 2019, 7:00 PM at MHS (All students – call time 6:00pm) 

Full Band Rehearsal – TBD 

Banquet – Saturday, May 18, 2019 

 

Marching Band 

Rehearsals – Tuesdays from 6:00 pm to 8:30 pm, in addition to zero hour classes (6:45 am to 7:45). 
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Performances and Competitions 
September 6 Home Football vs. Emmett 
September 13 Home Football vs. Caldwell  
September 21 Emmett Competition  
September 28 Caldwell, ID: US Bands Marching Competition 
October 5 Kuna, ID: US Bands Marching Competition 
October 11 Home Football vs. Nampa  
October 19 TVFOB @ Vallivue HS Marching Show 
October 26 DIII Marching Competition  
December 1 Caldwell Christmas Parade 
December 8 Middleton Christmas Parade 
(Zero hour will continue through the parades. There may be one or two Tuesday evening practices in November 
as well, to be determined.) 
 
DIII, State, and IMEA auditions, competitions, etc. will be set in September. I will send an addendum then for 
those dates that apply to us. 
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SIGNATURE PAGE  
We, the undersigned student and parent, have read the MHS Band Handbook, and we 
understand the policies stated within it:  
Please sign and return to Mr. Davis no later than Friday, September 7, 2018.  

By signing below I agree to the following: 

1. I have read, gone over with my parent/guardian, and understand the requirements of Middleton Bands. 

2. I understand and will adhere to the requirements of rehearsals and performances. I understand that 
missing rehearsals and performances places an undue hardship on my fellow band members. 

3. I understand and agree to participate to my full ability. 

4. I agree to adhere to all policies as described in this Handbook. 

5. I agree to actively support the band program to the best of my personal ability. (PARENTS) 

If you have any questions or concerns at any time throughout the year, please do not hesitate to call, email, or 
meet with Mr. Davis. 

 

Student & Guardian please sign: 

 

_______________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Student Signature Guardian Signature 

 

_______________________________________ ____________________________________________ 

Print Name Print Name 
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